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are you or is someone you love on misdemeanor or felony probation have you ever thought to
yourself that probation was impossible its not finally an amazing step by step guide on how to
survive probation without going back to jail this book covers topics such as how to comply with
the conditions of probation reporting time management creating a productive mindset giving to
your community and many more useful tips it teaches you how to market yourself in the
workplace and secure a promising future it is written by a former probation officer who has
spent the past 8 years on probation and knows what its like to be sitting on both sides of the
desk written in down to earth language the author uses both humor and bluntness to make his
points if you are struggling with probation or are about to be put on probation you must read
this book this book provides a comprehensive and accessible introduction to probation it brings
together themes of policy theory and practice to help students and practitioners better
understand the work of probation its limitations its potential but above all its value setting
probation in the context of the criminal justice system the book explores its history purposes
and contemporary significance it explains what probation is and the practical realities of working
with offenders in the community the book also covers the governance of probation and how
policy and practice are responding to contemporary concerns about crime and community
safety this book encourages readers to appreciate the practical and theoretical strengths and
shortcomings of contemporary probation practice this revised and updated new edition includes
a full description and discussion of recent reforms in the probation service and the transforming
rehabilitation policy agenda it also offers further discussion of international perspectives on
probation including international developments and collaborative efforts between countries this
book is essential reading for trainee probation officers and students taking courses on probation
offender management treatment and rehabilitation working with offenders and community
justice this book analyzes what happens when schools are put on probation for failing to meet
their accountability improvement targets the author examines accountability design issues
organizational development teacher motivation and curriculum changes in 11 schools on
probation and offers empirical evidence of how effective probationary sanctions and penalties
are guiding school change and what their limitations are elizabeth glover had a wide knowledge
of club work to which she gave seven years service at the beginning of her career this was
followed by a period of voluntary work in the metropolitan juvenile courts she joined the
probation service in 1931 and remained in it until 1946 working at first in the london courts and
later as a member of the probation training board and an inspector while probation and re
education originally published in 1949 was primarily written for all who had to do with
delinquent children it was addressed not only to specialists but to the wider public who were
beginning to feel some concern about post war moral standards it was revised in 1956 in the
light of changes brought about by the criminal justice act of 1948 what is probation what
happens to the person put on probation what good is it supposed to do to him or to society
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these are the questions which this book sets out to answer today it can be read and enjoyed in
its historical context written by a mum just like you use this book as your guide through every
step of motherhood revisit it as many times as you need to this book is written for you to
empower you guide you draw that confidence out in you in this book you will gain a space for
self reflection steps to manage mummy burnout effective ways to manage negative thoughts
and feelings how to manage expectations understanding of why goal setting is important a
sense of purpose the confidence and focus to take action now how to live a balanced lifesarah
edwards is an experienced probation officer mum of 2 and an expert tutor in psychology
criminology sociology for a levels undergrad and postgraduate sarah s vision is to empower
mums and students across the world this important and original new book reports on a major
investigation of the outcomes of probation supervision is concerned with the key question of
what works in probation and comes at an important moment of change and development for the
probation service in the uk unlike previous studies which have relied mostly on official data this
book makes use of over 200 interviews with men and women on probation and their supervising
probation officers rethinking what works with offenders has the following objectives to
understand probation work from the perspectives of those who deliver it and those to whom it is
delivered to study probation intervention as a whole in particular the probation order rather than
specific aspects to locate probation work in the wider social contexts of those on probation to
analyse how probation works and to reconceptualise probation outcomes in terms of degrees of
success rather than as successful or unsuccessful to assess the policy implications of these
conclusions this book presents an important and challenging range of findings on what works in
probation and with offenders and will be essential reading for anybody professionally concerned
with the present and future of probation raises central issues at a critical time for the
reorganised national probation servicebased on extensive research including 200
interviewsessential reading for anybody interested in what works in probation the golden age of
probation is the first book on probation by those practitioners who became its leaders a
comprehensive account exploring culture values and tensions it looks at the dynamics of
probation supervision and political dimensions including the shift to a market driven form of
public service a lively and challenging collection of writings by those at the very heart of the
probation service for 50 years complete with descriptions of life at all levels of what has been
described as the jewel in the crown of criminal justice moral and other challenges are presented
alongside those of standing up to government ministers whose aspirations for political
immortality have led to profound tensions the book describes how tough talk and market
strategies have undermined 100 years of devoted public service and ideas about how best to
help change the lives of some of the most marginalised people in society equality race and
social deprivation are amongst the issues explored as the ethos of probation and its deeply
rooted values are laid bare in a book that deals with highs and lows hazards innovation hopes
aims and the international influence of an organization whose original mission not always
popular was to advise assist and befriend those otherwise heading for prison and a life of crime
colourful and highly readable the golden age of probation takes the reader on a journey through
england and wales exposing social disadvantage unrest and increasingly london centric policies
it records first hand what life was like for those at the sharp end during an era of extensive
progress development and change from the book the price of the semi privatised probation
estate is that probation has lost its umbilical cord with the courts the police the prosecution
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service and our partners in local authorities it will be difficult for the courts in particular to
understand the transforming rehabilitation agenda when services for low and medium risk
offenders will be carried out by an origami of commissioned enterprises whose experience for
the most part is in the private sector of running prisons mostly in the usa and whose staff may
not necessarily have the qualifications to properly assess and supervise known offenders john
harding cbe chapter 10 although the restructure made the service vulnerable to later changes
through the 2000 act it did achieve better consistency reduced costs in due course more women
at the top and a national programme of assessment and interventions that was internationally
ground breaking the mistake in my view was to abandon this direction later that decade
combine with the prison service under the banner of offender management and sacrifice the
national probation influence that had been gained because of the nature of the caseload with
most offenders on community orders we have always had more joint work with police and local
authorities than with the prison service personalities and some bad judgements however got in
the way mary anne mcfarlane chapter 14 for the last three decades probation just like health
and education has been caught up in the dynamics and mechanisms of creating pseudo pseudo
markets to deliver public services the underlying philosophy might appear to be simply to get
the cost of these things off the government s balance sheet but the structures created to do this
are not transparent enough for a real assessment to be made of the true financial costs at the
same time organizational targets and protocols have helped stifle initiative and even the
capacity to care roger statham chapter 18 there were deep personal motives for john hedge s
original decision to enter the probation service as a young social science graduate in 1970 his
own mother a struggling publican had been put on probation during his youth and he had seen
how the service can prevent a criminal conviction from ruining a life beyond repair he spent the
next 37 years working to try to give offenders a chance and help them move away from crime
and find their way to a law abiding existence the barriers to success were all too often the
attitudes of police and sentencers the state of prisons and the prejudices of ignorant or biased
politicians this is a candid account of those years of hard work frustration and occasional
triumph first published in 1998 this volume examines risk in probation practice through
consideration of the context the risk differences and how to reconcile them hazel kemshall
responds to a recent crisis in the probation service of offenders committing crimes while on
probation prompting a re evaluation of risk assessment of offenders with the potential for
probation the volume will be of interest to staff and managers involved in probation work this
book explores key issues in relation to parole and public opinion including the relevance of
public opinion to parole boards decision making and strategies for increasing public confidence
in parole it presents the findings of semi structured interviews with 80 members of parole
authorities in 12 jurisdictions across australia new zealand canada and scotland unlike judicial
processes which are open to the public there is little awareness of and research on the work of
parole authorities this book therefore shines a light on a little understood but hotly contested
aspect of the criminal justice system specifically it explores differences across the study
jurisdictions and considers how parole authorities in the four study countries view public
attitudes as well as the role of the media in shaping public attitudes towards parole the book
also considers whether public reaction matters for parole board decision making and the
interplay between informing the public and offender reintegration it explores a range of
strategies which may improve public confidence in parole and therefore the criminal justice
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system more broadly this includes consideration of the value definition and possibility of public
confidence the authors then discuss both passive forms such as parole authority websites
publication of decisions and social media before examining active forms of engagement
including an information liaison officer roadshows and community fora in 1907 the probation of
offenders act introduced a system which allowed offenders to be rehabilitated at home under
supervision rather than being sent to prison this book explores how the probation system was
used to regulate the private lives emotions and behaviours of people in britain between 1907
and 1962 access to the private sphere both physically and psychologically meant that the
probation system was particularly well suited to offences related to intimate and personal
relations with each chapter focusing on a particular type of offence including wife assault
attempted suicide male sexual offences and female prostitution settle shows how experiences of
the probationers were shaped by the everyday practices of probation and assesses the extent to
which probation was successful in rehabilitating offenders and protecting the public also
examining the role of probation officers in marriage reconciliation the book explores how ideas
about gender and domesticity were crucial to both the process of rehabilitation and the
endeavour to make the home a safe environment in which these domestic ideals could come
into fruition probation and policing of the private sphere in britain enriches our understanding of
the role of the state in policing monitoring and promoting the well being of its citizens and
explores the nuances of probation s dual purpose as a form of social control as well as a social
work service designed to help the most vulnerable in society redemption rehabilitation and risk
management provides the most accessible and up to date account of the origins and
development of the probation service in england and wales the book explores and explains the
changes that have taken place in the service the pressures and tensions that have shaped
change and the role played by government research napo and key individuals from its origins in
the nineteenth century up to the plans for the service outlined by the conservative liberal
democrat government the probation service is a key agency in dealing with offenders providing
reports for the courts that assist sentencing decisions supervizing released prisoners in the
community and working with the victims of crime yet despite dealing with more offenders than
the prison service at lower cost and with reconviction rates that are lower than those associated
with prisons the probation service has been ignored misrepresented taken for granted and
marginalized and probation staff have been sneered at as do gooders the service as a whole is
currently under serious threat as a result of budget cuts organizational restructuring changes in
training and increasingly punitive policies this book details how probation has come to such a
pass by tracing the evolution of the probation service redemption rehabilitation and risk
management not only sheds invaluable light on a much misunderstood criminal justice agency
but offers a unique examination of twentieth century criminal justice policy it will be essential
reading for students and academics in criminal justice and criminology
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Sourcebook on Probation, Parole and Pardons 1968
are you or is someone you love on misdemeanor or felony probation have you ever thought to
yourself that probation was impossible its not finally an amazing step by step guide on how to
survive probation without going back to jail this book covers topics such as how to comply with
the conditions of probation reporting time management creating a productive mindset giving to
your community and many more useful tips it teaches you how to market yourself in the
workplace and secure a promising future it is written by a former probation officer who has
spent the past 8 years on probation and knows what its like to be sitting on both sides of the
desk written in down to earth language the author uses both humor and bluntness to make his
points if you are struggling with probation or are about to be put on probation you must read
this book

Parents on Probation 1927
this book provides a comprehensive and accessible introduction to probation it brings together
themes of policy theory and practice to help students and practitioners better understand the
work of probation its limitations its potential but above all its value setting probation in the
context of the criminal justice system the book explores its history purposes and contemporary
significance it explains what probation is and the practical realities of working with offenders in
the community the book also covers the governance of probation and how policy and practice
are responding to contemporary concerns about crime and community safety this book
encourages readers to appreciate the practical and theoretical strengths and shortcomings of
contemporary probation practice this revised and updated new edition includes a full description
and discussion of recent reforms in the probation service and the transforming rehabilitation
policy agenda it also offers further discussion of international perspectives on probation
including international developments and collaborative efforts between countries this book is
essential reading for trainee probation officers and students taking courses on probation
offender management treatment and rehabilitation working with offenders and community
justice

Annotated Bibliography on Probation 1937
this book analyzes what happens when schools are put on probation for failing to meet their
accountability improvement targets the author examines accountability design issues
organizational development teacher motivation and curriculum changes in 11 schools on
probation and offers empirical evidence of how effective probationary sanctions and penalties
are guiding school change and what their limitations are

How to Survive Probation 2011-03-28
elizabeth glover had a wide knowledge of club work to which she gave seven years service at
the beginning of her career this was followed by a period of voluntary work in the metropolitan
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juvenile courts she joined the probation service in 1931 and remained in it until 1946 working at
first in the london courts and later as a member of the probation training board and an inspector
while probation and re education originally published in 1949 was primarily written for all who
had to do with delinquent children it was addressed not only to specialists but to the wider
public who were beginning to feel some concern about post war moral standards it was revised
in 1956 in the light of changes brought about by the criminal justice act of 1948 what is
probation what happens to the person put on probation what good is it supposed to do to him or
to society these are the questions which this book sets out to answer today it can be read and
enjoyed in its historical context

A Decade of Probation 1969
written by a mum just like you use this book as your guide through every step of motherhood
revisit it as many times as you need to this book is written for you to empower you guide you
draw that confidence out in you in this book you will gain a space for self reflection steps to
manage mummy burnout effective ways to manage negative thoughts and feelings how to
manage expectations understanding of why goal setting is important a sense of purpose the
confidence and focus to take action now how to live a balanced lifesarah edwards is an
experienced probation officer mum of 2 and an expert tutor in psychology criminology sociology
for a levels undergrad and postgraduate sarah s vision is to empower mums and students across
the world

Federal Probation 1937
this important and original new book reports on a major investigation of the outcomes of
probation supervision is concerned with the key question of what works in probation and comes
at an important moment of change and development for the probation service in the uk unlike
previous studies which have relied mostly on official data this book makes use of over 200
interviews with men and women on probation and their supervising probation officers rethinking
what works with offenders has the following objectives to understand probation work from the
perspectives of those who deliver it and those to whom it is delivered to study probation
intervention as a whole in particular the probation order rather than specific aspects to locate
probation work in the wider social contexts of those on probation to analyse how probation
works and to reconceptualise probation outcomes in terms of degrees of success rather than as
successful or unsuccessful to assess the policy implications of these conclusions this book
presents an important and challenging range of findings on what works in probation and with
offenders and will be essential reading for anybody professionally concerned with the present
and future of probation raises central issues at a critical time for the reorganised national
probation servicebased on extensive research including 200 interviewsessential reading for
anybody interested in what works in probation
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Handbook on Probation 1975
the golden age of probation is the first book on probation by those practitioners who became its
leaders a comprehensive account exploring culture values and tensions it looks at the dynamics
of probation supervision and political dimensions including the shift to a market driven form of
public service a lively and challenging collection of writings by those at the very heart of the
probation service for 50 years complete with descriptions of life at all levels of what has been
described as the jewel in the crown of criminal justice moral and other challenges are presented
alongside those of standing up to government ministers whose aspirations for political
immortality have led to profound tensions the book describes how tough talk and market
strategies have undermined 100 years of devoted public service and ideas about how best to
help change the lives of some of the most marginalised people in society equality race and
social deprivation are amongst the issues explored as the ethos of probation and its deeply
rooted values are laid bare in a book that deals with highs and lows hazards innovation hopes
aims and the international influence of an organization whose original mission not always
popular was to advise assist and befriend those otherwise heading for prison and a life of crime
colourful and highly readable the golden age of probation takes the reader on a journey through
england and wales exposing social disadvantage unrest and increasingly london centric policies
it records first hand what life was like for those at the sharp end during an era of extensive
progress development and change from the book the price of the semi privatised probation
estate is that probation has lost its umbilical cord with the courts the police the prosecution
service and our partners in local authorities it will be difficult for the courts in particular to
understand the transforming rehabilitation agenda when services for low and medium risk
offenders will be carried out by an origami of commissioned enterprises whose experience for
the most part is in the private sector of running prisons mostly in the usa and whose staff may
not necessarily have the qualifications to properly assess and supervise known offenders john
harding cbe chapter 10 although the restructure made the service vulnerable to later changes
through the 2000 act it did achieve better consistency reduced costs in due course more women
at the top and a national programme of assessment and interventions that was internationally
ground breaking the mistake in my view was to abandon this direction later that decade
combine with the prison service under the banner of offender management and sacrifice the
national probation influence that had been gained because of the nature of the caseload with
most offenders on community orders we have always had more joint work with police and local
authorities than with the prison service personalities and some bad judgements however got in
the way mary anne mcfarlane chapter 14 for the last three decades probation just like health
and education has been caught up in the dynamics and mechanisms of creating pseudo pseudo
markets to deliver public services the underlying philosophy might appear to be simply to get
the cost of these things off the government s balance sheet but the structures created to do this
are not transparent enough for a real assessment to be made of the true financial costs at the
same time organizational targets and protocols have helped stifle initiative and even the
capacity to care roger statham chapter 18
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Probation 2017-12-14
there were deep personal motives for john hedge s original decision to enter the probation
service as a young social science graduate in 1970 his own mother a struggling publican had
been put on probation during his youth and he had seen how the service can prevent a criminal
conviction from ruining a life beyond repair he spent the next 37 years working to try to give
offenders a chance and help them move away from crime and find their way to a law abiding
existence the barriers to success were all too often the attitudes of police and sentencers the
state of prisons and the prejudices of ignorant or biased politicians this is a candid account of
those years of hard work frustration and occasional triumph

Schools on Probation 2004
first published in 1998 this volume examines risk in probation practice through consideration of
the context the risk differences and how to reconcile them hazel kemshall responds to a recent
crisis in the probation service of offenders committing crimes while on probation prompting a re
evaluation of risk assessment of offenders with the potential for probation the volume will be of
interest to staff and managers involved in probation work

Probation and Re-Education 2024-07-01
this book explores key issues in relation to parole and public opinion including the relevance of
public opinion to parole boards decision making and strategies for increasing public confidence
in parole it presents the findings of semi structured interviews with 80 members of parole
authorities in 12 jurisdictions across australia new zealand canada and scotland unlike judicial
processes which are open to the public there is little awareness of and research on the work of
parole authorities this book therefore shines a light on a little understood but hotly contested
aspect of the criminal justice system specifically it explores differences across the study
jurisdictions and considers how parole authorities in the four study countries view public
attitudes as well as the role of the media in shaping public attitudes towards parole the book
also considers whether public reaction matters for parole board decision making and the
interplay between informing the public and offender reintegration it explores a range of
strategies which may improve public confidence in parole and therefore the criminal justice
system more broadly this includes consideration of the value definition and possibility of public
confidence the authors then discuss both passive forms such as parole authority websites
publication of decisions and social media before examining active forms of engagement
including an information liaison officer roadshows and community fora

Practitioner's Guide on Probation Law 2020
in 1907 the probation of offenders act introduced a system which allowed offenders to be
rehabilitated at home under supervision rather than being sent to prison this book explores how
the probation system was used to regulate the private lives emotions and behaviours of people
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in britain between 1907 and 1962 access to the private sphere both physically and
psychologically meant that the probation system was particularly well suited to offences related
to intimate and personal relations with each chapter focusing on a particular type of offence
including wife assault attempted suicide male sexual offences and female prostitution settle
shows how experiences of the probationers were shaped by the everyday practices of probation
and assesses the extent to which probation was successful in rehabilitating offenders and
protecting the public also examining the role of probation officers in marriage reconciliation the
book explores how ideas about gender and domesticity were crucial to both the process of
rehabilitation and the endeavour to make the home a safe environment in which these domestic
ideals could come into fruition probation and policing of the private sphere in britain enriches
our understanding of the role of the state in policing monitoring and promoting the well being of
its citizens and explores the nuances of probation s dual purpose as a form of social control as
well as a social work service designed to help the most vulnerable in society

Probation and Parole in the United States 2003
redemption rehabilitation and risk management provides the most accessible and up to date
account of the origins and development of the probation service in england and wales the book
explores and explains the changes that have taken place in the service the pressures and
tensions that have shaped change and the role played by government research napo and key
individuals from its origins in the nineteenth century up to the plans for the service outlined by
the conservative liberal democrat government the probation service is a key agency in dealing
with offenders providing reports for the courts that assist sentencing decisions supervizing
released prisoners in the community and working with the victims of crime yet despite dealing
with more offenders than the prison service at lower cost and with reconviction rates that are
lower than those associated with prisons the probation service has been ignored misrepresented
taken for granted and marginalized and probation staff have been sneered at as do gooders the
service as a whole is currently under serious threat as a result of budget cuts organizational
restructuring changes in training and increasingly punitive policies this book details how
probation has come to such a pass by tracing the evolution of the probation service redemption
rehabilitation and risk management not only sheds invaluable light on a much misunderstood
criminal justice agency but offers a unique examination of twentieth century criminal justice
policy it will be essential reading for students and academics in criminal justice and criminology

Critical Issues in Adult Probation 1979

Success On Probation 2020-07-05
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The Probation System 1914

Federal Probation 1999

Annual Report of the Commission on Probation for the
Year Ending September 30 1915

Sentence and Probation 1960

Rethinking What Works with Offenders 2013-10-11

Possibilities of the Probation System 1908

Probation Manual 1949

Report of the Probation Commission of the State of New
York 1906

Probation 1988

The Golden Age of Probation 2014-09-24

Probation and Parole 1997

Probation and Criminal Justice 1933
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The Long Road to the Straight and Narrow: The
Challenges of a Life in the Probation Service 2021-09-08

Report ... 1932

Annual Report and Proceedings of the ... Annual
Conference of the National Probation Association 1927

Straight Thinking on Probation 1992

Probation in Wisconsin 1926

Probation Manual 1921

Risk in Probation Practice 2020-10-12

Parole on Probation 2022-12-03

Proceedings of the ... Annual Conference of the National
Probation Association 1923

Probation and Social Adjustment 1952

Probation and the Policing of the Private Sphere in
Britain, 1907-1962 2021-12-16
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Guidepostss of Probation 1929

Probation and Parole 1951

Redemption, Rehabilitation and Risk Management
2013-03-01
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